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Preface
This report is the result of my bachelor's thesis project (LTU course X0001E, 15 credits)
for the Bachelor Programme in Computer Science and Engineering at Luleå University
of Technology.

All practical work was performed at Mobilaris AB in Luleå, where the idea for this thesis
was conceived. Mobilaris also contributed to this thesis by providing the code and data
needed for some parts of the implementation and testing.

Special thanks to Olov Schelén, Associate Professor at Luleå University of Technology,
and Pascal Hansson, my supervisor at Mobilaris, for the guidance provided during this
thesis.

The goal of this thesis has changed somewhat from what was originally planned. The
original purpose was to improve the mine map data so that the existing node graphing
algorithm could perform better with less required manual input. The current purpose is
to evaluate the viability of Mobilaris’ current node graphing algorithm by comparing the
node graphs generated using the original map data with the node graphs generated
using the improved map data.



Summary
Gruvbolag moderniserar i snabb takt, en del av denna modernisering kräver spårning av
utrustning och personal i gruvorna. Mobilaris använder 3D kartor som representerar
gruvgångar med två linjer, ena representerar vänster vägg, medans den andra
representerar höger vägg. Dessa linjer är ofta diskontinuerliga och blandade med andra
linjer som representerar symboler, gamla linjer, felaktiga linjer och så vidare. För att
bättre kunna spåra objekts positioner inom en gruva används en nodgraf som
kartlägger de möjliga gruvgångarna. Denna nodgraf är delvis genererad och delvis
manuellt skapad. De manuella korrigeringarna kräver i nuläget många arbetstimmar.
Syftet med denna examen är att utvärdera den nuvarande nodgrafningsalgoritmen
genom att utveckla ett program som förbättrar kartdatan. Denna förbättring utförs för att
ge nodgrafningsalgoritmen den bästa möjliga kartdatan för att kunna bedöma inom vilka
områden den är användbar och inom vilka den ej är det. Flera snabba problemspecifika
algoritmer utvecklas för att ta bort linjer som ej tillhör de två väglinjerna, dessa
algoritmer täcker ej alla fall på grund av tidsbegränsningar. En algoritm som
sammanfogar väglinjer och en algoritm som ansluter diskontinuerliga linjer utvecklas,
dessa algoritmer förbättrar kartdatans kvalitet avsevärt. Efter processeringen av
kartorna är förbättringarna av de genererade nodgraferna små men ej osignifikanta med
en 1% till sällsynt 20% minskning av avbrott. De största förbättringarna görs genom att
efterbehandla de genererade nodgraferna, här skiljs kvaliteten mellan de gamla
nodgraferna och de nya signifikant med en 75-80% minskning av avbrott. Många av den
nuvarande nodgrafningsalgoritmens svagheter upptäcktes. Några av dessa svagheter
kan korrigeras genom att efterbehandla nodgraferna, medans andra behöver antingen
en ny eller ytterligare algoritmer för att lösas.



Abstract
Mining companies are rapidly modernizing, and part of this modernization requires the
tracking of equipment and personnel within mines. Mobilaris uses 3D maps that
represent mine paths using two lines, one representing the left wall and one
representing the right. These lines are often discontinuous and mixed with other lines
that represent symbols, old lines, erroneous lines, etc. To better track the positions of
items within a mine, a node graph that maps the possible cave paths is used. This node
graph is partly generated and partly constructed manually. The manual corrections
currently require a great deal of time. The purpose of this degree is to determine the
viability of the current node graphing algorithm by developing a program that improves
the map data. This improvement will be carried out to give the node graphing algorithm
the best possible map data to determine where it is usable and where it is not. Multiple
quick and problem-specific algorithms are developed to remove lines not part of the two
path lines; these do not cover all found cases due to time constraints. An algorithm that
merges path lines and an algorithm that connects disconnected path lines are
developed. These algorithms greatly improve the quality of the map data. After
processing the maps, the improvements to the generated node graphs are small but not
insignificant, with a 1% to rare 20% reduction in breaks. The greatest improvements are
made by postprocessing the generated node graphs; here, the differences in
improvement between the old node graphs and the new are significant, with a 75-80%
reduction in breaks. Many of the weaknesses of the current node graphing algorithm are
also determined; some of these can be corrected by postprocessing the node graph,
while some need either new or additional algorithms to be solved.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Currently, many mines are mapped using 3D programs. Workers can know where they
are located by using positioning systems in the mines together with software that
attempts to position them in the mine’s map or software that highlights the path to their
destination, i.e., GPS within the mines. A node graph that maps the possible cave
routes is currently used to accomplish this.

Mining companies provide models of their mines to Mobilaris MCE AB to use for real-
time decision-making systems, mine guidance systems, personnel and equipment
positioning systems, and likely more in the future. When Mobilaris receives these 3D
mine models, they have to convert them into a standardized format to easily use them
with their software. After this, they need to create node graphs for all mine paths, which
is performed both manually and with an imperfect algorithm that generates node graphs
that have to be fixed manually afterwards. This is very costly to do due to the manual
labour required.

To make this node graph, a person has to manually create it, which can take a long time
and introduce errors such as clicking in the wrong place. An algorithm can be used to
generate this node graph based on things such as 3D mine walls, which are at Mobilaris
and are often represented by two lines representing the left wall and the right wall. Not
all mine maps are made perfectly; there are often errors such as gaps in the lines,
duplicate or overlapping lines, very jagged lines, lines that represent walls that have
been removed in the mine but not on the map, symbols and characters, etc. These
imperfections can cause some problems for the node graphing algorithm currently used
at Mobilaris.

To fix these problems with node graph generation, either the map has to be fixed, the
algorithm has to be fixed, or a person has to manually fix the problems. Since some
mines can contain many tens of kilometres of interconnected paths [1], the manual
option is not practically feasible, especially since the maps are updated and changed
often, thus requiring more manual work to fix new and perhaps old problems.

The currently desired solution to improve the node graph generation is to fix problems
with the map data. This can primarily be done by designing software that automatically
fixes most problems with the maps and then allows for easy manual fixes for
complicated or unclear problems.
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Although there is no lack of 3D tools and programs that manipulate 3D line data, no
appropriate existing solutions that would sufficiently fix the map data can be found.

1.2 Objectives
The purpose of this thesis is to determine which problems with the node graphing
algorithm can be solved by improving the map quality and which problems require either
manual correction or a new node graphing algorithm. These objectives are more clearly
listed below.

● Identify and categorize common problems with the provided cave models
● Automatically fix as many of the categorized map problems as possible
● Compare the automatically generated node graph before and after the map is

improved to see if fixing the map is worth it
● Determine if the currently used automatic node graphing algorithm is good

enough after fixing the maps or if the algorithm has to be changed

1.3 Boundaries
Since time is limited, I have chosen to re-use most of the Mobilaris AB MCE’s 3D map
viewer, 3D navigation tool, their automated node graphing algorithm, and their 3D map
file to database map representation software. This means that the focus of this report
will be identifying, categorizing, and automatically fixing problems with the maps and
then quickly comparing the before and after maps and node graphs. Only the
underground mine paths will be considered when fixing and cleaning, which is due to
the assumptions that can be made about paths that are underground. Examples of such
assumptions are that all paths have walls, floors, and roofs, although some might have
pits or shafts straight down to other paths. All paths need enough width and height to
comfortably fit a person and/or vehicle, but due to the node graph being used by
vehicles (and vehicles having been used to blast and clear the paths), I can assume
that the width is at least enough for a vehicle to fit through. Small gaps between lines
can therefore be connected since nothing would realistically fit in between and all paths
have walls. Precision is not overly important since the resulting map will be used only by
the node graphing algorithm. Points and lines can be moved to a certain extent without
significantly affecting the resulting node graph path position.
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2 Theory
2.1 Map data and node graph
In this thesis, a point refers to a 3D point; it has only three properties: x, y, and z. A line
is an array with points, each point being connected to the adjacent points in the array.
Lines represent walls, and between two walls, there is typically a road.

The map data that were provided by Mobilaris are simply a collection of points with
information about which point is connected to which. After fetching these original data,
they are processed into arrays of points. This means that some points occur in multiple
lines due to them originally being connected to more than two points.

The so-called node graph is positioned in the middle of a road, i.e., between the map
lines. A node graph is represented by an array of points, in the same way as lines.

Figure 1. Example of two overlapping lines and their points. The midpoint of the yellow
line does not overlap another point; it only overlaps the purple line.

The original map data have a plethora of issues. In this thesis, anything that does not
represent a cave wall is deemed irrelevant and might interfere with the node graphing
algorithm. As such, things such as characters, symbols, elevators, and midlines should
be removed, though this is only important if they are close to or between the cave wall
lines. After observation of the maps used in this thesis, the lines representing the cave
walls were found to seldomly be fault free. Among the problems that can be found with
them are duplicate lines and points, short and long gaps, partially or wholly overlapping
lines (within a threshold distance), and lines representing new cave walls being created
but with the old ones remaining.

2.2 Cave layout and assumptions
The mine maps given to Mobilaris by mining companies show the layouts of the
underground mines, sometimes mapping buildings and roads above-ground even when
the mine itself is underground. Working on underground mine maps is often easier due
to the assumptions that can be made about their layout, for example, a path always has
a roof, a floor, two walls, and intersections, with the occasional hole in the ground or
roof. Roads underground need to be at least the width of a vehicle to be considered a
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road. They usually also have restrictions on the camber, slope gradient, and corner
radius due to the movement limitations of fully loaded haulage trucks [1-2].

The maps used during this thesis have minimum tunnel dimensions of six metres in
width and six metres in height. Most cave paths will be at least this large, with many
being a couple metres wider. Mining areas such as headings and faces are often larger
but not smaller. Other mines might have smaller cave paths, but this thesis only uses
five different maps with the mentioned minimum dimensions. In the maps used in this
thesis, any short gaps in the left and right sidewall lines most likely represent an
unmapped cave wall.
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3 Method
3.1 Tools for implementation

Table 1. List of tools used for the
implementation

Programming language JavaScript ECMA 6
PostgreSQL

IDE & debugging Visual Studio Code
Chrome Dev Tools

Repository Bitbucket

Database PostgreSQL w. PostGIS

External libraries ThreeJS
Various Mobilaris JavaScript code

External programs Mobilaris MMI

External data Mobilaris provided map data

The decision to use JavaScript was made due to the provided Mobilaris code base for
display and navigation being written in JavaScript. ThreeJS is the 3D library used by
Mobilaris’ map data viewer and is thus what I use when altering the viewer’s
functionality. The data processing solution could, however, be written in any language
since most intercommunication is made via REST and DB calls. PostgreSQL was
chosen due to the simplicity of storing and getting 3D data with the help of the PostGIS
plugin [3], which also provides easy simplification of the line data [4]. The IDEs were
chosen due to their simplicity and personal preference and can easily be replaced with
other alternatives.

3.2 Methodology
The first part of the pilot study was to decide how to work with the map data since this
was needed before any further work or study could be done. After this, the environment
had to be set up to generate and analyse the node graph and the map data. When the
environment was up and running, the map data and generated node graph were
analysed to identify and categorize problems with them. Some very large maps that
were of exceptionally poor quality were excluded when analysing and testing due to
their poor compatibility with the other maps. After this, existing solutions were searched
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for but were either not found or did not match the desired result. Thus, it was decided
that the majority of the processing had to be done from scratch. Each category was
solved separately to achieve an acceptable result within a reasonable amount of time.
When all processing was finished, the new maps were used to generate new node
graphs. These node graphs were subsequently compared with the old node graphs to
discern which problems remained and which were resolved by providing the node
graphing algorithm with better map data.

3.3 Data Collection
The underlying data used are provided by mining companies and represent the layouts
of real mines. Despite this, not all of the data are perfectly accurate. Some of the map
areas were originally represented in 2D and were later converted into 3D
representations, and some areas have been expanded or closed up without fully
updating the 3D models. These actions have resulted in the left-right path lines of
certain areas being incorrectly aligned, having duplicate lines, having unconnected lines
with large gaps of varying size, having lines that represent old, non-existing paths, and
having old lines that no longer represent walls.

The method used to collect data from these mine maps is to visually traverse the 3D
maps and noting potential problems and later categorizing these by similarities and
frequency of occurrence.

3.3.1 Line problems that can be solved with the same method
The following problems can be simplified into a problem of points overlapping other
points and lines within a certain threshold distance. A method for solving this problem is
developed. The developed method is further explained in sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3.

Overlapping points have been lifted to better illustrate the situation.

Figure 2. Image of two overlapping lines. The points on the green line overlap the points
on the red line.

1. Fully point-point matched intersecting lines. These should be merged into one line.
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Figure 3. Image of two overlapping lines. The midpoint of the yellow line does not
overlap another point; it only overlaps the purple line.

2. Fully point-line matching lines. These should be merged into one line.

Figure 4. Image of two unconnected lines that have overlapping endpoints.

3. Point-point matched line endpoints. These should be connected into one line.

Figure 5. Image of two overlapping and unconnected lines.

4. Multi-point-point matched line ends (a combination of 1 or 2 and 3). These should be
merged and connected into one line.
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Figure 6. Image of two long lines that loosely overlap in certain areas.

5. Lines and points that should be overlapping but have a small distance between them.
The overlapping areas should be merged into one line, and the lines should be split into
separate lines at any point where they cannot be merged into one, thus creating an
intersection of 3 line ends.

Creating a hash table with the rounded point position as the key and all connected
points attributed to that key allows easy removal of almost duplicate points and the
connection of nearby endpoints. To remove points that intersect lines but not points, the
following method can be used when recreating the lines from the hash table. By first
picking an arbitrary starting point and then picking a connected point, one can check if
there are any points in between these two points in 3D space. The identified points can
be ordered by distance to the starting point and then inserted into the line between the
starting point and the connected point. The threshold that is used to find overlapping
points should be adjustable to attain the best result for different maps due to differences
in map distance scales.
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3.3.2 Lines that should be removed

Similar lines with few points

Figure 7. Long green line with few points that crosses a path. Could represent an old
cave wall or a created tunnel seal. Should be removed.

Figure 8. Long green line with few points that follows a path. Should be removed.

Figure 9. A longer, curved grey line with relatively few points that follows a path. Should
be removed.
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Figure 10. Long lines with few points that are separate from all paths. Although they are
unlikely to interfere in the node graphing, they can be removed without causing any

problems. These are likely to be included when removing the previously mentioned lines.

The lines in figures 7-10 can be found with acceptable accuracy by calculating the
average point-point length for all lines and removing the ones that have a significantly
larger average. However, this method might remove too many lines in future maps and
should therefore be tested, and the cutoff point should be adjusted to achieve an
acceptable result.

Symbols and letters

For these, there is no easy solution due to the different letter fonts and symbols used.
Therefore, the choice was made to implement multiple simple symbols and letter-
specific algorithms to remove the desired symbols and letters. Some letter
characteristics are similar between maps and unique enough that no cave paths will
erroneously match.
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Figure 11. The above images show multiple lines used to represent various characters.
These do not help with node graphing and can instead cause problems if they are too

close to node graphed paths.

The vast majority of letters and symbols, such as the ones shown in figures 11-12, have
a zero diff in their z-axis.

Here, curved letters have many points with very small average point-point lengths as
well as many similar angles and small angle differences. The lines that match these
characteristics are marked. All lines that intersect these marked lines within a very small
threshold distance are also marked.

To find simpler characters, such as 4, 1, 7, T, and t, very specific matching is used. An
example of this is finding two point lines that intersect each other and no others while
being perpendicular to each other; this would be a simple and very accurate way of
finding the letters t and T.

When done marking letters, all marked lines are removed.

Figure 12. The above images show multiple lines representing symbols used in the
proximity of paths. These can cause problems when node graphing and should be

removed.

Many of the symbols shown in figure 12 can be found in maps. They are very similar
and can be easily matched and removed by finding a point with many connected points,
each line being three points and having the same angle and length as those of others
connected to the same centre point.
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Figure 13. The above images represent circles that can interfere with node graphing
when they are too close to paths. These should be removed.

Perfect circles are easy to find and remove (example: left circle in figure 13); imperfect
circles are harder to correctly identify (example: right circle in figure 13) because if the
angle-change threshold is too high, then cave pillars that are fairly circular might be
erroneously matched.

Elevator shafts, i.e., vertical lines

In this report, the focus is finding the limitations of the node graphing algorithm;
therefore, elevator shafts are removed to ensure that they do not interfere with the
automated node graphing. Considerations of safety do not have to be made since the
resulting maps and node graphs are not currently intended to be used by personnel
directly working in the mines. Since the removal of these elevator shafts is performed by
a separate algorithm, it is easily disabled or altered if it becomes desirable to either
keep them or automatically use them to interrupt the generated node graph. This
processing is briefly mentioned in section 4.1.1, point 4.
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Figure 14. The above images represent various elevator shafts. Since paths are not
necessarily interrupted by these in reality, they should be removed when generating the

node graph to avoid any unintentional interference.

The lines in figure 14 are identified by finding lines that have a much larger z-axis delta
relative to their x- and y-axis delta than other lines while having a relatively high point-
point distance.

3.3.3 Lines that should be automatically connected

Figure 15. Image of two separate green-coloured lines whose endpoints should be
connected but are instead separated by a longer-than-average gap that is still small

enough that no person or vehicle would be able to fit through it.
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Figure 16. Image of two gaps that should be connected. The smaller one is similar to
the previous one, and the larger one to the right is also a common occurrence.

Figure 17. Image of two gaps. The left one is a very large gap, with both ends being
almost next to each other and no other lines are close. The right gap is a moderately

large gap with diff only in the z-axis. These should be connected.

3.3.4 Not to be automatically fixed, i.e., manual removal required
All of the following problems should preferably be solved before the automated node
graphing algorithm runs. Whether they are solved before or after the map processing
algorithm is run should not matter to the outcome; it might, however, be easier for a
human to determine the correct choice after the map processing algorithm has run. The
removal of these is further discussed in section 6.1.
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Figure 18. Image of multiple lines representing a cave roof. These are very rare and are
unlikely to interfere in the node graphing. To save time, they will not be considered

when automatically removing lines.

Figure 19. Image of blobs in the middle of this road. These are very likely to interfere in
the node graphing, but due to their extreme rarity and seemingly non-unique

characteristics, they will not be considered when automatically removing lines to save
time.
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Figure 20. Image of seemingly stray road ends. These are rare and fairly difficult to
identify without false positives and unlikely to interfere in the node graphing. Therefore,

they will not be considered when automatically removing lines.

Figure 21. Image of overlapping perpendicular roads. These are moderately rare, very
likely to interfere in node graphing, and highly difficult to automatically solve correctly.

Knowledge of the real mine’s layout is likely required to solve these.

Figure 22. Image of lines representing old cave walls that have been removed in reality.
These are fairly common but are also highly difficult to automatically solve correctly.

Knowledge of the real mine’s layout is likely required to solve these. These will interfere
with the node graphing algorithm.
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3.4 Method Criticism
None of the symbol or character matching algorithms are generic enough to work with
characters that are different from the specific ones they were designed for. They might
also incorrectly mark road lines in maps that are designed differently than the ones that
they were made and tested against.

There are already some specific partial solutions to the problems solved above, but they
are, as mentioned, specific and only partial solutions. As they seemingly could not
achieve the desired result without much of the code now written, I chose to write all of
the code to have greater control and flexibility should the desired result change.

To fully remove all undesirable lines, user interaction is required. This is mainly because
of two reasons: first, it is due to some kinds of lines not being considered when
developing the line removal algorithms; second, it is because of the high difficulty of
automatically removing some lines without knowledge of the actual cave layout. Due to
a lack of time, no system for manual line removal was created.

A small number of mine maps, briefly mentioned in section 2.2, were used during the
research, development, testing, and evaluation of this thesis. This means that the
statistics presented in section 5 may not be trustworthy when considering the node
algorithm’s performance and viability on all mine maps. This also means that the
evaluation of the node graphing algorithm is unlikely to be exhaustive.
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4 Empirical background facts
This chapter describes how the standalone map processing server and algorithm is
designed.

The algorithm is in actuality multiple different algorithms run in sequence. Most of these
are fairly easily enabled, disabled, or modified without critically interfering with any other
algorithm. The main line merging and cleaning algorithm explained in section 4.3.3 is
the most difficult one to alter; this is mainly due to each internal step greatly relying on
the previous one. It can, however, easily be replaced with another should it be desirable.

4.1 Getting original map data
On a client’s GET request, the server GETs the map data from the Mobilaris MMI REST
API. Afterwards, it processes the response into arrays with points and subsequently
stores these arrays as lines into the specified PostgreSQL PostGIS database.

The data from Mobilaris’ API is a collection of 3D lines, e.g., a three-point line would
look like this: ((x1, y1, z1), (x2, y2, z2), (x3, y3, z3)). These are stored in and fetched
from the local database as PostGIS LineStrings [3]; the previously mentioned line would
look like this: LINESTRING(x1 y1 z1, x2 y2 z2, x3 y3 z3).

4.2 Brief overview of GETing and processing the map data
On a client’s GET request, the server loads the requested map from the database and
checks the map version number. If the map version is higher or equal to all processing
steps, the map is provided to the client without any additional processing. On the other
hand, if the map version is lower than some or all of the processing steps, the map data
are processed by each unapplied processing step. After processing the map, the new
data are stored in the database, with the map version set to the highest processing step
number. After the processed map has been stored in the database, the new data are
provided to the client.

4.3 Detailed description of the map data processing
After the client’s GET request is received, the server fetches the requested map’s data
with the highest processing value from the database. Afterwards, the line data are sent
to undergo the processing method. In the processing method, all processing steps that
have a higher processing number than the fetched map data are applied to the data.
Assuming that the map has not previously been processed, the processing steps
defined in sections 4.3.1-4.3.4 are run. After each processing step, the resulting new
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lines are stored, along with the associated processing step value. When all the
processing steps have been completed, the resulting map line data are sent to the client.

4.3.1 Removal of unnecessary lines
Lines that are categorized as useless in this report are determined to be useless only in
the context of this report. These lines are defined in section 3.3.2.

Since the line removal functions were made with a few specific maps in mind, they will
likely not work very well with other maps due to differences in line characteristics and
the designs of symbols and characters. There exists much research and many methods
with which to identify patterns of symbols and letters. These were not thoroughly
researched or used partly due to the low importance of this processing step and partly
due to the simplicity of implementing a custom solution that does what is needed well
enough.

1. Statistics and characteristics are first calculated and stored for all lines. Among
these are the point-point distances and point-point-point angles. These are later
used to more accurately remove useless lines.

2. Ferris wheels and flower symbols are identified on the basis of certain criteria:
their line lengths are 3 points, and their centre points intersect many other similar
lines.

3. Elevators and similar objects are identified by having a much larger z-delta in
comparison to their x- and y-deltas compared with other lines, in addition to
having a high average point-point length.

4. Circles are identified by first finding lines with both of their endpoints intersecting
each other and then by looking for a relatively circular shape, which is
determined with high precision by looking at the delta between angles. Higher or
erratic deltas usually mean that the object is less like a circle. Circular lines that
should not be removed due to being part of the cave tend to be less circular than
the useless ones. These lines are excluded because they are too non-circular,
which is determined by a threshold value that might not work well on other maps.

5. Characters such as letters and numbers are identified by their z-delta of zero
combined with them having either a very small point-point distance with many
points or few points with certain angles. Lines that directly intersect or are of
similar size and nearby these lines are also determined to be part of these
characters. This specific method will likely work very poorly when maps use
different character designs.

6. Useless lines that are often in the centres of cave paths and parallel to them,
perpendicular to the paths, or far from paths can, with high precision, be
identified on the basis of their relatively few points and their very long point-point
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distances. This method might also face difficulty with maps that have fewer
points over longer distances. These lines are defined in section 3.3.2.

4.3.2 Point reduction through clumping of nearby points
This processing step simplifies the line layouts by first ensuring that within a certain
radius of a point, there will be no other points, which leads to more even-looking lines
being created in the next processing step. This processing step should work well for all
maps as long as an appropriate threshold is chosen.

1. For each unmoved point, all points, excluding endpoints, within a threshold
radius are moved to the unmoved one.

2. Afterwards, all duplicate points in the lines are removed.

4.3.3 Line merging and cleaning
This step removes all duplicate points and lines except for overlapping endpoints and
ensures that lines that are close enough to each other to be considered partly the same
line are merged into one line. This processing step should work well for all maps as long
as an appropriate threshold is chosen. The problems solved by this step are defined in
section 3.3.1.

1. First, a hash table is created and filled with points as the values and their
locations (x, y, z) as the key. Each point in the hash table represents all points
that exist at that precise location, and each point also knows all other points that
they are connected to, as in a node graph.

2. New lines are created by first choosing a random point in the hash table as a
starting point, next choosing a random connected point, and then finding all (if
any) points that intersect a cylinder that goes between the first point and the
connected point with a threshold radius. If no such points are found, then a line is
created between these two points; if points are found, then the line is instead
made to first go through the intermediary points before arriving at the connected
point. After a line has been made, all used connections along with the original
connection are removed from the points in the hash table to prevent duplicate or
overlapping lines from being created. This process is then repeated until all
connections for all points in the hash table have been used and removed.

4.3.4 Connecting line endpoints
This step automatically connects all lines that are, with enough certainty, deemed to be
connectable. This processing step should work well for all maps as long as an
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appropriate threshold is chosen. The problems solved by this step are defined in section
3.3.3.

1. Lines that have both endpoints within a certain distance of each other are
connected to themselves and then removed from the pool of unconnected lines
due to them being “circles” that should not be connected to another line.

2. Lines that have endpoints within a very small distance of another line’s endpoints
are connected; if the other endpoint has already been connected to another
endpoint, the endpoint is instead only moved to the other endpoint’s position.

3. For each remaining unconnected endpoint, the closest other endpoint is found; if
it is within a threshold distance, it is automatically connected.

4. Endpoints that are farther away from each other than the threshold are only
connected if they are within a secondary larger threshold, as well as within a
cone projected in front of the endpoint in the direction of the line between the
endpoint and the prior point. The optimal threshold and the max angle of the
cone should vary between maps. Endpoints that qualify are ranked based on
their distance and angle from the original endpoint.

5. Endpoints that remain unconnected can either not be safely connected or should
be connected with another line’s endpoint, which might be found if it is searched
for using cones that are directed at 90-degree angles in the x-y directions. If such
points are found, the closest is connected.
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5 Outcome and evaluation
5.1 Map
In the maps used, the vast majority of lines that should be removed are removed
without any erroneous removals, and a few undesirable lines remain due to them being
too similar to desirable lines. This number can be further reduced by increasing the
threshold values, which will in turn increase the risk of removing desirable lines. After
the removal step was run, the number of lines was reduced by a few lines on maps
lacking them, up to 80% of all lines in maps that contained an abundance of e.g.,
symbols.

After running the point clumping and cleaning steps, the number of points was further
reduced by between 20-50%, and the number of lines was further reduced by between
10-30%. All overlapping lines were merged into one, and nearby parallel lines were
assimilated into one.

After the lines were connected, the number of lines was further reduced by between 60-
90%. The majority of the remaining lines were either undesirable lines that were not
removed in the first step or lines that close by themselves, e.g., cave pillars. All lines
have been connected into long coherent lines, except for some lines that have a very
long gap between them or lines that represent old and new cave walls and paths.

Compared to the original map data, the number of points was reduced by between 20-
60%, and the number of lines was reduced by between 90-95%.

5.2 Node graph
The node graphs generated using the old and new map data are fairly similar despite
the seemingly large differences in the quality of the map data. The cave path coverage
is not significantly different; only the unwanted breaks in the node graphs were reduced
by a small number. Although the number of breaks removed is small, it is not
necessarily insignificant when considering the human resources required to correct
these breaks. The number of breaks was usually reduced by approximately 1% but was
reduced by up to 20% in rare cases.

After running the node graphs through the connection step used with the map data, the
reduction in the number of breaks in the old connected node graph and the new one
ranged between 5-30%. Comparing the old unconnected node graph with the new
connected node graph, the number of breaks was reduced by between 75-80%.
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5.3 Strengths and weaknesses of current node graphing algorithm
When the current node graphing algorithm uses a clean and corrected map, it does very
well in the vast majority of cases involving simple straight and curved paths, simple T
and X intersections, and roundabouts. It does not do well when there is unrealistically
significant camber on the road, i.e., it performs poorly when there is a great difference in
height between the map lines representing the left and right cave walls. It often misses
small parking spaces on the sides of the roads. It often does not proceed through or into
paths that significantly expand in width, especially if both the left and right sides widen
at the same time. If paths are close and parallel to each other, the algorithm sometimes
incorrectly creates the node graph between the paths instead of in the paths themselves,
i.e., in the cave wall instead of in the middle of the paths. The node graphing algorithm
cannot graph more complex cave areas that consist of larger open areas that have
mostly cave pillars instead of cave walls. Figure 23 shows one such example.

Figure 23. Example of such a complex area and the resulting node graph. To the left,
there is a short node graph line that exists inside a wall. In the “empty” centre area are
multiple circles representing cave pillars; the paths around these have not been node

graphed.

The problematic cave areas are a small part of the total cave layouts. The vast majority
have a simpler layout and are, in turn, well handled by the node graphing algorithm, with
only a few problems that need manual correction.
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6 Discussion and analysis
Due to the poor quality of the mine maps used to generate the original node graphs, I
expected much larger improvements than the low 1% decrease in node graph breaks,
especially due to the large changes and improvements made to the map data. The
reduction in map data lines and points, as well as the simpler and smoother map lines,
adhered more to my expectations. The current node graphing algorithm must take many
of the original map data problems into account when generating the node graph;
otherwise, the generated node graphs should not be so similar when the map data used
are of such largely differing qualities.

The simple post-processing of the node graph mentioned in section 5.2 was performed
only during the latter stages of this thesis to gain perspective. That the node graph
improvements were so much larger than the ones caused by the changed map data
was unexpected. I do, however, believe it is reasonable when considering that the
improvements caused by using better map data were likely largely diminished due to
the seemingly large error tolerance of the current node graphing algorithm.

Since the current algorithm performs well for the vast majority of cave areas, it might be
sensible to perform post-processing of the generated node graph to reduce simple
breaks, remove lines that intersect cave walls and paths, and remove lines inside cave
walls. Instead of redesigning the node graphing algorithm to work in all cases, it might
be easier to complement the existing algorithm using a simpler area-specific node
graphing algorithm before or after the node graph post-processing step suggested
earlier. Depending on future map designs, it might also be better to redesign the entire
algorithm or to create and use different ones depending on which works best with a
specific cave and map design.
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7 Future work
7.1 Future development of map processing
The automated character, symbol, and line recognition and removal step can likely
undergo large improvements if, for example, probability-based machine learning or
existing 3D character recognition algorithms are used instead of the current simple and
specific line classification algorithms [6-7]. I believe that probability-based machine
learning would work very well when classifying undesirable and desirable lines. This is
in large part due to the large number of lines and the often largely differing
characteristics between desirable and undesirable lines.

Allowing the user to choose whether a line should be removed or kept or whether its
desirability is unknown can be done quickly by moving the 3D view to each
uncategorized line and letting the user choose with the press of a button. These data
could then be used in future automated choices should a machine learning solution be
used.

A system similar to that proposed for automated and manual line categorization and
removal can be used to automatically connect line ends. Whether two lines should be
connected is also decided, i.e., yes, no, or unknown. The data used to make these
decisions would also stem from user choices related to the line and point characteristics.

7.2 Possible automatic improvements to the generated node
graph
The generated node graphs have many short breaks that can easily be automatically
resolved by connecting node graph endpoints if they fulfil some conditions. This would
be either very similar to how map lines are currently connected or done using the same
machine learning system mentioned in section 6.1. The number of candidate
connectable endpoints can be further reduced by checking if there is a map line in
between the two node graph endpoints.

Some node graph lines are created to diagonally cross map lines, creating triangular
loops at some intersections. These lines can safely and easily be automatically
removed by checking whether they intersect map lines and removing or flagging them
for a manual decision if they do.
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